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May 2019 

The Creative Camera Club is a small, interactive community of seriously enthusiastic and 
committed photographers. We meet monthly and in order to raise the standard of our 
photography, we share our work and have it independently judged. We aim to develop our 
interests, vision, imagination and camera skills - thereby making our photographs outstanding 
and memorable, while also improving the level of creative excellence. 
 

Dear CCC Members 

By now, the little mark on our thumb nail has worn off and we have forgotten 

the word “vote” . You will be forgiven for having forgotten the word 

“newsletter” as well. Apologies for the delay.  

Apart from the usual, Theo reports back on member progress, we give an idea 

of what the CCC Committee actually does and we post our first For Sale ad. 

 

 

Enjoy 

Chris Wiid 
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In summary: 

 Theo welcomed a new member to the Club – Taaj 
 Congratulations to those members who were promoted to a 2 star level ! 

(Elbie Coetzee and Irvine Eidelman) 
 Theo reminded us of the importance of entering salons 
 The upcoming raffle prize is a Bialette Coffee Pot (draw on 01 June at the 

monthly meeting) 
 A reminder was given about the Quiz evening on 17 May 2019 
 The Creative Topic for May is “ ’scapes ”. Elizabeth Cooke clarified that 

submissions are not limited to landscapes, but could include city ‘scapes, 
buildings etc.  

 The monthly shoot – Boulders 19 May 2019 at 07:45 for 08:00 
 Jane again reminded us of the upcoming Club Weekend on 26 to 28 July. This 

will be at the Beidouw Youth camp (near Clanwilliam, on the way to 
Wuppertal). R 500 deposit to be paid by end May and the balance of R 500, 
by end June. If there is space, non-members will be charged R 1 200. 

 Anthony van Zyl presented a short audio-visual piece showing all of the 
images submitted to WAUSSAUK competition. CCC came in second 
(remember – Western Australia, United states, South Africa and the United 
Kingdom). It was interesting to note that whereas in past years, South 
Africa featured strongly by virtue of wildlife images, Anthony’s presentation 
showed that Western Australia and even the US, are climbing on the wildlife 
bandwagon – with some good results (hmm…next they are going to think that 
they can also play rugby…)  

 Doug Young gave a presentation on the topic of Abstract. This flowed from 
the judge’s handling of our April Creative topic. 

 Theo noted that the quality of our printed images has improved since the 
introduction of this monthly topic. 
 
 

  

May 06 meeting – Summary 
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For the May meeting, our judges were drawn from own members - Sandra Cattich 
and Doug Young (both of whom are attending the JAP course) did the honours. A 
new experience for all but probably an added dimension for the judges in that they 
know the authors (and at the same time, that members know the judges).  

 

Good to see new Authors’ names on winning images ! 

 

 

MONTHLY JUDGING AND WINNING IMAGES 

Creative category, Portrait: Oliver Nightingale – peekaboo – (score 26) 
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Creative category, Portrait: Elbie Coetzee – pensive – (score 26) 

Creative category, Portrait: Sandra Cattich – sisters – (score 26) 
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Open category: Michele-Ann Nel – colour line – (score 27) 

GREAT 
SHOT !! 

Print category: Theo Potgieter – Vienna State Opera House – (score 28) 
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Our shoot took place at the Rondevlei Bird and Nature Reserve. Very few birds to 
be had on the day and the weather was lousy, but our members applied 
themselves with enthusiasm. 

 

Shoot category: Carl Holman – drawn in – (score 27) 

Shoot category: Christal Schuttler – the bird hides – (score 27) 
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Shoot category: Elizabeth Cooke – world in a droplet – (score 27) 
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Thumbnails i.e. all images submitted 
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Score summary and Members’ progress at 19 May 2019 
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By Theo Potgieter 

During 2018, CCC performed dismally in the interclub completion. One of the goals 
the committee has set for 2019, is to significantly improve those results. To 
achieve this, we aim to encourage our members to become enthusiastic about 
improving their photographic skills. Taking part in competitions, on both club and 
salon level, is one way to do this. 

It is sad to see that only around 50% of our paid-up members submit images to 
club competitions.  Yet, this is where it all starts. One may not agree with the 
judge’s assessment of your images – but there is always something to learn out of 
that process. In this way, one improves one’s skills.  

However, I am glad to see that we are slowly but surely, getting more and more 
members to submit images to salons - salon submissions are a requirement to grow 
in the club.  

I am glad to report that this month Elizabeth Cook achieved 2 acceptances in the 
Hibiscus PDI Salon.  

Also, congratulations to Elbie Coetzee and Irvine Eidelman on their promotion to 2 
Star status. 

Below you will find our members progress towards the next levels. Read as follows: 

1-star members need 18 Gold and Merit (G&M) medals and 66 points to move to 2 
star level.  

Using William Ferris as an example: He currently has 9 G&M medals and 
accumulated 35 points. He has zero salon acceptances (up to the Hibiscus PDI 
salon).  

Equally, your editor needs 14 points, 3 Gold & Merit medals and 1 Salon acceptance, 
to progress to 3 Stars 

 

 

Report back on members’ progress. 
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Our Development Programme continued recently, with Chris Kinross presenting the 
second, Post Processing workshop. This took the form of a hands-on session. A set 
of images provided by our presenter, enabled everyone to work on the same 
material. Once again, with Chris’s interactive presentation style and great audience 
participation, knowledge and skills were interchanged.  

We look forward to the next stage of this process. 

Footnote: go to http://flip.it/olpv0s for an interesting article in which a writer selects 
the best Photo Editing Software of 2019 – guess what came out on top !? 

 

 

  

Quiz evening: 

A poor response resulted in the May 17th Quiz evening being cancelled. This is 
unfortunate but we will continue to try and raise funds.  

Development and Workshops 

NEWS AND 
ARTICLES 

Fundraising 

Remember that the draw for this 
great prize, takes place at our 03 
June meeting. Get you tickets now ! 
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Thanks to Elizabeth Cooke for choosing a really fun venue for the May shoot. It 

was almost a case of too much photographic opportunity ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Boulders shoot 

One of our intrepid members doing 
the penguin thing. She was heard to 
be issuing detailed instructions to 
her subject. 

  “stand still !”… “come closer ! No,  
go back !” 

(this was shortly before the penguin 
delivered an almighty peck to the 
camera lense)  
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If the thought had crossed you mind, here’s a glimpse at what the Committee does. 

Members:  

Chair (and Judge Master):     Theo Potgieter 

Vice Chair:        Douglas Young 

Treasurer and Events & Competitions co-ordinator 

(and Judge Master):      Jane Bursey 

Secretary (and Web Master):     Sandra Cattich 

Image Master:       Anthony van Zyl 

Assistant Image Master:      Kenneth Dunbar-Curren 

Newsletter Editor:       Chris Wiid 

Shoots/Creative/PRO:      Elizabeth Cooke 

 

It must be said that a lot of work by some dedicated people, goes on behind the 
scenes. Here are a few of the things we dealt with at our recent meeting: 

 Development workshops – Doug spends a lot of time trying to drive a 
programme that enables members to learn and grow as photographers. He is 
always thinking of interesting topics and ways to generate interest. 

 Shoots and creative topics are planned in advance and discussed by the 
Committee. Elizabeth has settled into her role with great ease. Her choice 
of venues is becoming popular amongst members.  

 The sensitive subject of judges falls in the lap of Jane Bursey. She tries 
very hard (and it is a tough job) to find suitable, qualified judges for our 
monthly meetings. Jane briefs the judges on the up-coming topics and 
stresses that we encourage creativity amongst our members – this is in an 
effort to have the judges adapt their evaluation (particularly with regard to 
the Creative Topics). The recent use of CCC members as judges was a two-

So what does the Committee actually do ? 
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pronged effort to(a) give those members who are attending the JAP course, 
opportunity to grow their skills, and (b) to relieve the pressure of finding 
judges every month. 

 When it comes to finances, Jane is once again at the helm. Given that 99% 
of our revenue comes from membership fees, it is a constant battle to 
balance the books and boost membership. Recent attempts (raffle, Quiz 
evening) are efforts to keep us on the right track. 

 Our intrepid Image Master, Anthony, ably assisted by Kenneth, has a lot of 
work to do in keeping scores, collating images (late submissions do not help) 
and getting these to the month’s judge. He has laboured along with our slow 
software and is busy evaluating Photovault as an alternative. This is a local 
tool and if we start using it, will greatly help with monthly scoring and 
collating, as well as providing a suitable platform for the submission of 
images to salons.  

 On the subject of salon’s - Chairperson Theo has taken the task of promoting 
salons and encouraging participation. Member growth and skills development 
again comes into focus. 

 Another project that Theo has taken on, is to draw up a set of guidelines to 
be presented to our monthly judges. Naturally, this is a sensitive subject as 
judges do not want to be told what to do and we do not want to tell them 
what to do. However, there is a place for a guideline that encourages 
balanced scoring and an open mind to the creative side of our images – while 
at the same time, applying recognised judging practice.  

 Sandra is our able secretary. We all know that nobody wants to take minutes, 
but she has stepped up and is going a great job (even the fun pastime of 
photography, has its necessary admin). 

 Sandra has also drawn up a draft Code of Ethics to guide our behaviour as 
CCC photographers. This has gone through much discussion and debate but 
will soon be presented to members for consideration. 

 As if this is not enough, Sandra also manages the CCC website. 
 Behind the scenes “shadow” member Michele-Anne Nel manages the 

Facebook page. 

All-in-all, members have a very able and hardworking committee. We discuss and 
debate and nothing is taken for granted. 
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For Sale 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The 300EG is designed with enough room to 
hold one camera body, 2-3 lenses, as well as 
a number of accessories. The 300EG bag 
also features padded pockets and 
compartments to keep your photographic 
equipment safe and secure. The cross strap, 
messenger style bag makes it easy to 
access your equipment when you need it, 
while the additional waist straps give you a 
more stable carrying position when on the 
move. Includes a detachable cell phone / 
utility pouch. Not exclusively for Canon 
cameras.  NEW. Unused. R400 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact William Ferris wferris@sun.ac.za   

Back Page Ads 

Large Manfrotto Professional tripod with 
3-way head. Heavy duty. Very sturdy and 
reliable. Will take any camera-lens 
combination. Will extend to 1.87m tall. 
With extra base plate. In excellent 
condition. R2,400 
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….the last word: 

Has the advancement of technology made us better photographers ? Not so sure 
about that one. Certainly there are many more people taking photographs nowadays. 
The inclusion of cameras on mobile ‘phones has increased accessibility massively. 
The advent of smart phones and tablets has also made it far easier to view images 
and has introduced photography to people from all social levels. 

So, while photographic consciousness has increased dramatically, quality has 
suffered. This is, however, an arrogant stance – after all, who are we to prescribe 
how someone enjoys their photographs ?  there is a risk of elitist thinking here ! 

Talking of risks, technological advancement has now placed us in the position that 
there is a greater risk of dying while taking a selfie, than there is of being bitten 
by a shark 😉 

cheers 

Chris Wiid 

Footnote: Imagine if we could post process politicians … 


